
Native Plant of the Month 
 

By Sue Gwise, Consumer Horticulture Educator & Master Gardener 
Coordinator 

We hope you enjoy our new monthly series! As a nod to maple syrup season, this 
month’s featured native plant is the sugar maple. With a native range from 
Maine to Missouri and Canada to Tennessee, the sugar maple is the state tree 
not only of New York, but also Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. One of the 
most common trees in New York State, the sugar maple comprises about 15% of 
our forests and offers us many gifts. 

The familiar five-pointed leaves give us the gift of fall colors. The vibrant displays 
are what make our fall ‘leaf peeping’ season so spectacular. Depending on the 
location of the tree, the leaf colors can range from red and orange to yellow. 

The sugar maple is referred to as a ‘hard’ maple. The wood is strong and firm 
with a close grain. A gift to woodworkers, it is valued for furniture and flooring. 
The heartwood is naturally light brown and tinged with red. Birdseye and curly 
maple are prized by woodworkers for the wavy rings which develop as the result 
of a fungal infection. 

Sugar maple is very shade tolerant, and in a forest setting young seedlings can 
survive under a heavy leaf cover. Once there is an opening in the forest canopy, 
the seedling will grow more rapidly by taking advantage of the increased 
sunlight. These trees tend to grow very straight, reaching for the sky. In an 
open, or landscape setting, the sugar maple will develop an ovoid crown with a 
shorter trunk. Most sugar maples range in height for 60 to 80 feet. The tallest 
sugar maple in New York is located in Onondaga County and is 99 feet tall. 

The inconspicuous yellow-green flowers are produced in early spring and emerge at the same time as the 
leaves. If you see a yellowish tinge to sugar maples in the spring, you are seeing the flowers. The seed 
produced by the flowers is familiar to everyone that has lived near a sugar maple. The winged ‘helicopters’ 
or samaras grow in pairs and are the third gift of the sugar maple. Who hasn’t spent an autumn day tossing 
them into the air just the watch their spinning motion? 

Of course, the best gift of the sugar maple is the sweet sap. All maples (and trees) have sweet sap, but the 
sugar maple wins the prize. A good ‘sugaring’ tree will have a sugar concentration of 3%. That’s why it takes 
32 gallons of sap to make one gallon of maple syrup. Most of the water has to be boiled off to concentrate 
the sugar. Other maple species can be used for syrup, but their sugar concentrations are only around 1% so 
much more sap has to be boiled down to yield syrup. New World colonists learned the art of sugaring from 
Native Americans. Although there are different species of maple in Europe, no one had ever thought of 
boiling tree sap to create sugar! The Latin or scientific name for the sugar maple, Acer saccharum, reflects its 
sweetness. In Latin ‘saccharum’ translates to ‘sugar’. 

Mother Nature’s answer to the helicopter. 
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